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Martin’s scarf 

 

Coziest scarf this fall is knit with Phildar Nebuleuse. This one is for my husband, who 

normally don’t use scarves, but I believe this will be necessary as we’ll be on a lot of 

pramwalks this winter. 

Material 

Garn: Phildar Nebuleuse, 1 ball in each following colors: Blanc, Perle, Orage, Minerai and 

Noir. 

Knitting needles: 7 mm. 

Gauge: 12 sts/10 cm according to ballband with knittingneedles 7 mm. Not important to 

obtain exact gauge though. 

Size: 150 cm long, if you wish a longer scarf you’ll need 2 balls in each color. 

Other stuff: Crochethook for the fringe, yarnneedle to sew in ends. 

Pattern ”zigzag”:  

Pattern is divisible by 14+1. 

Row 1: Purl 

Row 2: k1, make 1 left, *k5, SK2P, k5, Make 1 right, k1, make 1 left * repeat *-* until you 

have 14 sts left on needle: k5, SK2P, k5, make 1 right, k1. 
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Explanations: 

SK2P = slip 1 stitch, knit 2 together and pass the slipped stitch over the two just knitted 
stitches. 

Make 1 left = pick up the loop between the stitches with right needle and twist to the left 
and put it on the left needle (see pic.) knit through back loop. 

 

Make 1 right = Pick up the loop between the stitches with the right needle and twist to the 
right and put it on the left needle (see pic above), knit through front loop (like you normally 
do). 

 

Start: 
Cast on 29 sts with knitting needles 7 and color Blanc. Knit 5 rows according to pattern 

“zigzag”. (Last row is a row 1.) Change color to Perle (first row of every new color should be a 
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row 2) and knit 4 rows according to pattern. Then knit 4 rows each in the colors: orage, 

minerai and noir. 

Colororder: blanc, perle, orage, minerai and noir. Repeat these colors until you are happy 

with the length of the scarf. Mine is 150 cm long and I ended with blanc. 

Finish 

Sew in all ends and block the scarf (I think it needed blocking). Make fringes, about 13 cm 

long (when folded, so the yarnpieces needs to be 26 cm long). 

 
Tired babydaddy (feeding newborn every other hour). 
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